
 

Abstract 

 

In 1884, an English Romanticist landscape painter Joseph Mallord William 

Turner made Rain, Steam, and Speed - The Great Western Railway public. 

Turner had opened paints to public which themed ‘the nature’ like Dutch 

Fishing Boats in a Storm (1802) Calais Pier (1803), Snow Storm: Steam-Boat 

off a Harbour's Mouth (1842).  Rain, Storm, and Speed was quite fresh work 

of art. Because Turner chose a steam locomotive as main subject which was 

artifact. 

Turner’s Rain, Storm, and Speed touched a Japanese writer’s heart. His 

name is Soseki Natsume who is most famous writer in Japan. Soseki studied 

in London from 1900 to 1903. At that time, he went to London for studying 

English literature. He was interested not only in English literature but also 

in arts. Therefore, Soseki likes Turner’s works of art. 

Description of Soseki about Turner can be found in Botchan, Kusamakura, 

Bungakuron. Soseki descripted about the steam locomotive in Turner’s Rain, 

Storm, and Speed in Bungakuron. 

“Running train in rain seems it is floating on colorful water”.  

 

Turner put Rain, Storm, and Speed many messages. 

First, this research is focusing on the boiler room which placed in the first 

carriage. Naturally, Boiler room cannot be seen from the direction of straight 

front. He wanted to insist on his original technique.  

There is red light in the boiler room. Turner raised with lacked affection 

from his mother. Instead of selfless love, Turner yearned for receiving 

favorable evaluation from people and love from some women. Turner’s last 

partner was Ms. Booth. She had not leave him even he had a difficult 

personality. Turner did not leave Ms. Booth alone who bereaved twice. 

Turner learned how to giving love to other first in his life. The red light of 

boiler room is the affection of Turner. It is the light of a firm determination 

which about finding a lovely partner, living from now and continuing 

drawing picture. 

Secondly, moving onto the locomotive train. Until the industrial revolution, 

the enemy of human was nature like a disaster. By drawing, Turner tried to 

convey human cannot unwinnable against the nature. From the late of 17th 



century when the industrial revolution occurred, the enemy of human 

became human. The industrial revolution that intimated by the locomotive 

train bring air pollution or a hierarchical society. The train entangled by 

black steam sounds the warning bell for the future society. At the same 

moment, the train alludes to the United Kingdom succeeded as industrial 

country. He worried about the tipping point of the most powerful country in 

the world at that moment. 

Meanwhile, the locomotive train means Turner himself. To be loved, to be 

admitted, he kept drawing. In boiler room, there is firm, stormy but endless 

enthusiasm. 

 

There is common place between Turner and Soseki. Both of them, they were 

a lonely artist and that loneliness made them devote their works. 

  Soseki always suffered from the pain the ideal versus the real. As Soseki, 

The train is the real and also the ideal portrayed in Rain, Storm, and Speed. 

Maybe, Soseki empathized and loved Turner’s art. 

  To Turner and Soseki, expression is exploding their weakness. Original 

expression technique can be created only by profound mental anguish. I 

guess people who encountered mental weakness and suffered from the 

profound metal anguish only can touch someone’s heart. 


